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Dear Sirs,

Complex preventive action is a condition of effective struggle with corruption. Therefore, one of the aims of the Government Programme for Counteracting Corruption for the Years 2018-2020 is to build an efficient prevention system for whole public administration. The system should be based on unified legal and organisational solutions and implement uniform conduct standard.

I present a publication of the Central Anti-Corruption Bureau *The anti-corruption guidelines for public administration. Unified institutional solutions and rules of conduct for public officials and persons entrusted with top executive functions (PTEF)*, draw up within the actions 4.3 and 4.4 of the Government Programme for Counteracting Corruption for the Years 2018-2020 and upon the recommendations of the Group of States Against Corruption (GRECO). The document is coherent with *The Guidelines establishing and implementing effective compliance programs in public sector entities*.

The basic concept of the guidelines is to merge two key elements of effective corruption prevention: adequate legal provisions and organisational solutions with appropriate human behaviour.

The CBA’s recommendations are the integral whole in which every element is connected with other one and comes out of any them directly. Thus, only implementation of all presented components while creating anti-corruption policy in an office ensures suitable resistance of an organization to corruption threat.

I wish to express my hope that this document shall become a valuable source of information and a foundation for establishing effective anti-corruption policies complying with specific character and competences of your institutions.

Yours faithfully,
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The guidelines regarding unified organisational and legal solutions in scope of counteracting corruption in public administration

I. TONE FROM THE TOP

The management’s engagement is the essential element of counteracting corruption and unethical behaviour. Without will to introduce changes and the management’s real actions every process in a public sector entity will end up with failure and it may demoralize staff.

Tone from the top is a true motivation to act accordingly with adopted and desired behaviour standard. Lack of interest in changes results, more or less recognised disregard for rules and duties imposed on subordinates or even treating the rules and duties as non-binding for the management, inevitably provoke negative response of staff and increases inclination to ignore the guidelines and to treat them as dead letter. The CBA suggests constant management’s engagement and registering of all actions undertaken in this scope.

The benefits of the tone from the top:

– minimisation of risk of forbidden actions,
– increase of staff motivation to comply with norms and regulations,
– creation of an organisation’s image as transparent, professional, and serving the citizens,
– spreading information on firm and inflexible public officials attitude to corruption,
– facilitating social control over administration carrying out public functions,
– increase of citizens’ trust to the State.

The management’s engagement is shown by active participation in changes introduction and consistency in their implementation, requiring desired behaviour from subordinates, and critical approach to management’s own conduct, among other things.

The management may demonstrate its engagement in counteracting corruption by:

– implementation of internal regulations, for example a code of ethics, a strategy of anti-corruption actions, some procedures on relations between public officials and clients, and suppliers, etc.,
– public announcement about implementation of the strategy of anti-corruption actions and identification with its assumptions released to staff,
– appointment and support for an employee responsible for counteracting corruption, independence and right work conditions guaranteed for him or her,
– attention to good and effective communication with the subordinates,
– implementation of a irregularities reporting system for staff and indispensable protection of whistleblowers,
– systematic risk analysis on corruption in the organisation and taking its results into account in office management, including in the training programmes.


II. CORRUPTION RISK ASSESSMENT

Corruption risk assessment is the planning and preventive tool that enables:

- precise analysis of risk (including definition of the risk factors that increase irregularities probability, definition of scale of possible negative consequences of irregularities),
- identification of processes and positions vulnerable to corruption risk,
- making the recommendations regarding applying the adequate preventive measures.

The precise risk analysis of corruption risk is the key factor for efficient and targeted preventive activities and efficient human and financial resources allocation. Thus, the risk analysis assessment should be a start point to all anti-corruption actions undertaken in the office.

The corruption risk assessment serves first of all to prevention of crime and any irregularities in the institution. This tool application does not prove a misuse has occurred. However, it univocally shows that both the management and the employees are aware of risk, do not underestimate it and want to protect themselves from the risk. The corruption risk assessment is a way to express institutional responsibility.

The benefits of implementation of the corruption risk assessment:

- crime and irregularities prevention in the institution, including potential damage avoidance (eg. financial, HR, PR, organisational, etc.)
- opportunity to design adjusted and reasonable in economic terms strategy of anti-corruption activities in the office or the institution,
- increase of corruption threat awareness among the managers and the employees (on condition of active participation of all parties in the assessment),
- improvement of the risk management system in the office,
- optimisation of process in the office (results of assessment allow to introduce some improvements),
- opportunity to register changes and make the evaluation of anti-corruption actions efficiency (if the corruption risk assessment is made on regular basis),
- strengthening of the organisation’s resistance to corruption threat.

How to make the corruption risk assessment?

The corruption risk assessment should be made:

- as a start point and grounds for drawing up the anti-corruption actions strategy in the office,
- as a prevention tool protecting the management and the employees from committing corruption,
- as a part of the risk management system in the office,
- in accordance with the methodology analysis adopted in the office and some measurable indicators,
- based on all available information (an employee or a team responsible for the assessment should be granted with access to necessary information and the documents),
– with the management and the employees participation (the assessment should include their opinions, remarks, and observations),
– in transparent and open way (the assessment results should be introduced to the management and the employees of the office and also available for public opinion),
– in specified term,
– on regular basis (2-year cycle is recommended),
– ad hoc in case of the significant irregularities, in order to update the anti-corruption activities strategy.

Stages of the corruption risk assessment:

1. determination of external and internal environment of the particular entity (legal framework, competences, relations with external entities, structure and organisational culture, internal regulations, human resources and economic situation, up-to-date experience with corruption threat and the anti-corruption actions undertaken),
2. risk identification,
3. risk factors identification,
4. classification of particular irregularities risk,
5. identification of processes and positions vulnerable to corruption risk, particularly those in case of which risk elimination is impossible,
6. preparing the recommendations regarding proper preventive measures,
7. drawing up a report on the corruption risk assessment including adequate recommendations and introducing it to the management and the employees of the office,
8. using results of the corruption risk assessment for drawing up new or updating already existing strategy of anti-corruption actions.

The report on corruption risk assessment should be a coherent and brief document including the most crucial information and recommendations.

Due to variety of institutions and their various competences it is impossible to create a closed list of the corruption risk factors. The corruption risk assessment should take into account any conditions and circumstances, both external and internal, as well as factors connected with particular individual, his or her knowledge, experience, ethical attitude, and personal features. The recommendations of adequate preventive measures should be focused on possibly the most effective reduction of risk factors.

The Central Anti-Corruption Bureau recommends:

– entrusting the task of conducting the corruption risk assessment to the employee responsible for counteracting corruption or to the special team (including in particular the managers or the employees responsible for compliance, audit, security and crisis management, management control, human resources);
– working out the corruption risk assessment methodology complying with competences and specific character of the office by the employee responsible for counteracting corruption or the appointed team;
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- making the corruption risk assessment in accordance with the adopted methodology;
- while conducting the corruption risk assessment, use at least three ways to engage the management from the list offered below:
  1. public declaration of the management on participation in the corruption risk assessment and taking its results into account in managing the office,
  2. a survey for the managers on risk corruption in their activity and measures applied in order to reduce this risk, ensure transparency, and follow the rules of ethics in the office,
  3. anonymous survey for the managers regarding: level of corruption risk awareness and knowledge of the code of conduct in case of conflict of interest, and risk of committing corruption crime, as well as the procedures preceding and following irregularities in the office,
  4. appraisal of the managers’ awareness of existing methods and channels for reporting suspicion of corruption crime commitment or other irregularity occurring in the office, as well as the management responsibilities to protect whistleblowers;
- while conducting the corruption risk assessment, use at least three ways to engage the management from the list offered below:
  1. introduction of adopted guidelines on the corruption risk assessment and the corruption risk assessment methodology to the employees in the particular office,
  2. survey for the employees on corruption risk in their everyday work and measures applied to reduce this risk, ensure transparency, and follow the rules of ethics in the office,
  3. anonymous survey for the employees regarding their review of transparency and integrity of management process and the management’s representation of the office outside, as well as their knowledge of measures applied by the management in order to reduce corruption risk,
  4. anonymous survey regarding level of corruption risk awareness and knowledge of the code of conduct in case of conflict of interest, and risk of committing corruption crime, as well as the procedures preceding and following irregularities in the office,
  5. appraisal of the employees’ awareness of existing methods and channels for reporting suspicion of corruption crime commitment or other irregularity occurring in the office.
- introduction of the results of the corruption risk assessment to the management and the employees of the office, and publication of the results on the office’s website,
- integration of the corruption risk assessment with the risk management system in the office and adding it to a list of tasks of the audit and internal control units,
- systematic corruption risk assessment and using its results when working out the strategy of anti-corruption actions in the office.
III. COMPETENCES AND TASKS OF THE EMPLOYEES RESPONSIBLE FOR COUNTERACTING CORRUPTION

In order to perform tasks in scope of counteracting corruption it is necessary to open a new position (representative, coordinator, adviser, etc.) of counteracting corruption officer. Competencies concentration in this field is essential. Otherwise, it would blur responsibility for proper implementation and application of the anti-corruption policy in the office.

The basic tasks of the appointed employee include:
- creating organisational culture and building awareness of corruption risk and promoting integrity culture in the institution,
- taking care of the rules of ethics observance and promoting behaviours complying with legal and ethical norms,
- creating and implementing effective anti-corruption policy and other convergent solutions,
- ensuring compliance of the institution’s operations with legally binding norms and regulations, including the regulations of anti-corruption character, and internal regulations,
- making the corruption risk assessment,
- staff trainings in scope of counteracting corruption.

The position of counteracting corruption officer may be occupied by a person who:
- represents impeccable ethical standards, enjoys trust and respect of his or her colleagues and the management,
- knows the structure and operations of the institution and internal procedures in force,
- has professional experience and essential knowledge required (eg. legal, control, and audit, etc.).

The counteracting corruption officer should be provided with appropriate level of independence and autonomy so he or she could effectively perform his or her tasks. Such person should enjoy wide-ranging powers but should bear responsibility to the same extent, including in scope of:
- planning and implementation of the anti-corruption policy in the institution,
- sharing his or her advice and drawing up the guidelines regarding anti-corruption policy and corruption risk, and solutions for its minimisation,
- accepting and proceeding the reports on suspicion of corruption or irregularities in the institution,
- supervision and control in field of counteracting corruption in the institution, and in particular over implementation of the anti-corruption strategy and compliance with other bodies recommendations, eg. the Central Anti-Corruption Bureau’s recommendations.

The counteracting corruption officer should be subordinate to the head of the institution directly and submit to him or her periodical reports on implementation of directly to anti-corruption strategy, including information on managing anti-corruption activities in the unit. The counteracting corruption tasks may be entrusted to the officer as his or her sole field of expertise or may be his or her additional tasks. In the event when the officer performs also other tasks, it is worth to consider decreasing their number as well as providing additional remuneration, eg. as a special, permanent allowance. While making such decision in this case it should be taken into account: size of the institution, corruption risk, or scale of contacts between the institution and external entities, including clients and lobbyists, among other things.
IV. TRAININGS

Properly trained staff is crucial for appropriate choice of organisational and legal solutions for counteracting corruption in the institution and then, for their right functioning. In order to fulfil entrusted duties, the officer should know:

– knowledge of binding legal regulations is required on particular position,
– internal procedures in the office,
– the code of conduct and organisational culture adopted in the office.

In order to counteract corruption in public administration effectively, trainings of newly hired employees should cover areas including:

– ethics as a basic element of shaping attitude of the office’s employees (on-line training of the Head of Civil Service may be completed, https://elearning.kprm.gov.pl/local/login),
– integrity culture in the office, concepts such as public/private, the common good, etc.),
– public service mission and work ethos,
– role and specific character of the office in relation to its activity for benefit of the citizens and economisation of public sector activity.

After introducing the basic issues to public officials and letting them become familiar with it, the clerks should be trained in scope of counteracting corruption (the on-line training available on the CBA’s e-learning platform may be completed, https://szkolenia-antykorupcyjne.edu.pl).

The anti-corruption training should cover and clarify the issues including:

– corruption,
– conflict of interest,
– person exercising public function,
– relation with exercising public function,
– person entrusted with top executive functions (PTEF),
– public official,
– acting to the detriment of public interest,
– accepting bribes (material benefit, personal benefit, accepting benefit, accepting promise, etc.),
– performing duties,
– exceeding duties, not performing duties,
– behaviour breaching the law,
– way of conduct in case of corruption occurs, etc.

All anti-corruption trainings implemented by the office should be as practical as possible, eg. may be conducted as workshops. It should be obligatory for the employees and take place on regular basis (repeated at least every two years for every employee). Regular training strengthens efficiency of performed duties and helps to minimise corruption risk.

It is worth to remember that in case of counteracting any misuse in the office, including corruption, authority the management of every office should enjoy with cannot be overestimated. Giving good example to subordinates is the management’s duty. Training for the management should be extended with at least two parts:

– manager’s role in counteracting corruption,
– institution’s role in counteracting corruption

that were already brought up in the CBA’s publication *The Anti-Corruption Handbook for Public Officials*, available (in Polish) on the CBA’s website.
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V. GIFT POLICY AND GIFT REGISTRY

A reliable and honestly implemented gift policy is a key element for anti-corruption prevention in the office. We are talking about a practice of accepting any kind of benefit by a public official in connection with representing his or her office in contacts with other entities. This custom, commonly practised and as a rule commonly approved, carries exceptionally severe risk of committing corruption crime. Reasonable, unambiguous, and clearly written gift policy that is also applied consistently in the office in this scope becomes the protective tool for the management and the employees preventing them from involvement in corruption and punitive consequences of this crime, as well as it becomes important addition to other actions for counteracting corruption.

Two significant issues should be included in the document defining office’s gift policy:

– anything a public official offers or accepts is a benefit (material or immaterial),
– accepting or offering material or personal benefit by the public official (individual) or a promise thereof for himself or herself or other person in connection with the function he or she performs is a crime and it is liable under criminal law – except cases when he or she accepts or offers a benefit in the name of and for the benefit of the institution he or she represents.

The gift policy should assume that the public official performing his or her duties connected with representing the institution during national and international meetings, if it is justified by custom or under the diplomatic protocol, he or she is authorized to accept or offer a benefit in the name of and for the benefit of the institution, under condition that:

– the meeting is official,
– a gift is symbolic (its nature and value),
– a gift is voluntary and is not compelled by any party,
– a gift is occasional.

The public official denies acceptance of a benefit in the name of the institution he or she represents in case, if he or she questions impartiality, disinterest, openness, or transparency of the offerer’s actions.

The benefit accepted by the public official in the name of the institution becomes the Treasury’s asset and may be in particular:

– used for needs of the unit of the public official or for needs of other organisational unit,
– donated to some other institution or NGO or to charity,
– given to the public official who accepted it in the name of institution as a reward,
– returned to the entity that offered it,
– destroyed by a committee.

A supervisor of the organisational unit of the public official who accepted it decides on a way to proceed with the benefit.
Every gift policy should include strict prohibition of accepting money in any form.

**A gift register as a mandatory element of gift policy**

Establishing and running the gift register should be the key and mandatory element of the effective gift policy that serves for documenting events of accepting and offering benefits in the name of and for the benefit of the represented institution in specified official occasions.

The gift register is the preventive tool and its essence is to ensure transparency of the gift policy in given institution and minimising risk of committing crime.

The gift register should be run in a way, for example in the IT systems, so as it guarantees transparency and accountability.

**The gift register entry should include in particular:**

- ordinal number,
- information on person who accepted or offered a benefit in the name of institution,
- information on entity that offered the benefit or accepted it,
- date of the entry to the register,
- date of acceptance or delivery of benefit,
- description of the benefit,
- description of circumstances of acceptance or delivery of the benefit,
- decision of the way of proceeding the accepted benefit,
- information of entity the benefit was donated to, if such decision on proceeding the benefit was made,
- information on person making the register entry,
- remarks.

The register should be under supervision of a person appointed by the office’s head.

**The Central Anti-Corruption Bureau recommends:**

- drawing up and adopting the procedure on benefits, so called gift policy in the office,
- public declaration of the office’s management regarding the adopted regulations observance,
- establishing and running the gift register, for example IT system based,
- running internal trainings and spreading information about the gift policy and the gift register operation among the employees of the office.
VI. EFFICIENT SELF-ASSESSMENT AND MONITORING CORRUPTION THREAT

The efficient system of counteracting corruption, consisting of all adopted solutions, and necessary management’s engagement should be a subject of permanent analysis and adjusted to current needs. Critical approach to performed actions helps to:

- determine whether applied tools and mechanisms are effective (which elements do not meet the expectations and which bring the expected results),
- apply adjustments to increase their effectiveness,
- work out new solutions adapted to changing circumstances.

It is recommended to make evaluation of used tools and mechanisms and spread information about its results among the employees of the office every two years, within three months from the end of period that was subject to examination.

For effective self-assessment there might be useful:

- a survey among the currently employed, the employees quitting their job, and third parties,
- an analysis of cases reported in the whistleblowers system of situations potentially dangerous from point of view of corruption threat,
- findings of internal control or audit and corporate governance units, if such organisational units operate within the institution,
- self-assessment workshops.

Monitoring corruption threat

Permanent monitoring and detecting corruption threat as soon as possible, suspected or already materialised irregularities that sometimes may turn into specific crime, are necessary addition to the corruption risk assessment and preventive actions based on this.

The corruption threat monitoring tasks should be performed on permanent basis by the counteracting corruption officer and the employees from internal control and audit units. Effective threat monitoring is a foundation of organisation’s resistance and requires adequate management’s engagement because the management is obliged to response to irregularities, and in particular to inform law enforcement agencies of suspicion of committing a crime.

Effective corruption threat monitoring requires:

- permanent, ongoing analysis of potential irregularities and/or possible conflict of interest,
- ad hoc checks of compliance of public officials actions with commonly binding law and internal regulations,
- applying rotation of the employees and tasks of employees occupying positions identified as particularly vulnerable to corruption risk with simultaneous process continuity,
- following “four eyes” rule (mutual check of the employees dealing with one case or performing specific duties),
- guarantee of proper operation of channels for reporting and protection guarantee for persons reporting irregularities in the institution (whistleblowers protection),
- double check of all information on possible irregularities and adequate response in case of confirming them,
submitting information on justified suspicion of committing a crime to law enforcement agencies,
consistent cooperation with law enforcement agencies and auditing institutions, as well as using results of their work in improvement of the institution’s resistance to corruption threat,
implementation of recommendations of competent bodies, the Central Anti-Corruption Bureau in particular.

Whistleblower’s role in public interest protection

The employees of the government and local government institutions, as direct participants and observers of public administration processes, are very often first who notice irregularities or committing prohibited act. Frequently they remain only persons having such information.

Early and brave response reporting such abuse helps to avoid negative consequences, for example financial, organisational, and PR consequences. Whistleblower’s activity in long perspective is important element strengthening the organisation’s resistance. It enables rank and file law enforcement and ensure public interest protection in spirit of loyalty to the State.

Reasons for reporting corruption:

– civic duty,
– legal obligation,
– help for law enforcement agencies,
– colleagues protection,
– self-protection.

Civic duty and legal obligation

In accordance with Article 304 section 1 of the Penal Procedure Code whoever learns that an offence prosecuted has been committed, is under civic duty to inform the state prosecutor or the Police.

Moreover, in accordance with Article 304 section 2 of this Code the State and local government institutions which in connection with their activities have been informed about committing the offence prosecuted, are obligated to immediately inform the State prosecutor or the Police thereof. In addition, they are obligated to take steps not amenable to delay, until arrival of the officials of the agency authorised to prosecute such offences, or until that agency issues a suitable ruling in order to prevent the effacing of traces and evidence of the offence.

In accordance with Article 229 section 6 and Article 230a section 3 of the Penal Code a perpetrator of active bribery crime or influence peddling beneficiary is not liable to penalty if material or personal benefit was accepted by person performing public functions or person claiming to have influence on state or local government and the perpetrator informed law enforcement agencies authorised to prosecute offences and revealed all significant circumstances of the crime before the law enforcement agency received such information.
Channels for reporting (external and internal):

Corruption can be reported to the Central Anti-Corruption Bureau:

- by phone (no. 800 808 808) – conversation with an officer possible Monday-Friday between 8.15 am. and 4.15 pm., at other times and on day off you may record a message,
- by e-mail (sygnal@cba.gov.pl),
- by mail (Al. Ujazdowskie 9, 00-583 Warszawa),
- in person – at the CBA Warsaw offices: at 34 Krzywickiego Street (first contact, without opening procedure, just to learn about the case and decide whether it’s within the CBA’s competence) or in the office at 3 Poleczki Street (as process act, submitting corruption crime notification under Article 143 section 1 item 1 and 2 and Article 304 of the Penal Procedure Code); and in any other CBA’s regional office.


The corruption crime notification can be submitted also to the Police – by phone, e-mail, mail, and also in person in corruption combating departments in all regional Police offices as well as in the Metropolitan Police Office in Warsaw, and in any other police station.


In government and local government institutions there should be also established internal channels for reporting (in person, on writing, or by e-mail) a crime or irregularity in the office operations that guarantee identity protection for a person who decides to report (whistleblower) and prevent from unauthorized access.

The internal reporting channel operations should be provided by the counteracting corruption officer or the employee of organisational unit responsible for audit and control.

Tasks of the counteracting corruption officer include in particular:

- running register of reports,
- documenting reports submission (a copy or a confirmation for a person submitting report) immediately after registration (if it is not anonymous),
- staying in touch with whistleblower in case, if additional information or details of reported case are needed and also in any other situation requiring contact,
- verification of report and passing information about it to the management,
- commencement of all necessary actions in order to prevent irregularities or limit damage, if irregularity already took place (if possible, within the office’s own resources and powers),
- commencement of all necessary actions in order to notify competent authorities on suspicion of committing offence,
- strict protection of the whistleblower and response in case of revenge actions undertaken against him or her,
- spreading information about the internal reporting channels rules of operation and promoting active and brave attitude in case of noticing irregularities.

**The key elements of whistleblowers protection system**

Revenge actions against whistle-blower are unacceptable. They include:

– unjust violation of employment stability (dismissal, suspension from duties, furlough, demotion, decrease in pay or allowances cut down, changing scope of duties),
– limiting professional development opportunities (withdrawing promotion, elimination from trainings, negative work performance appraisals),
– unjustified disciplinary measures,
– pressure (intimidation, inconsistent treatment, insulting, violence).

In addition to opening channels for reporting, the efficient whistleblowers protection system should be established which ensures:

– confidentiality of whistleblower’s identity,
– protection of reports register and all other information on reports from unauthorised access,
– whistleblower’s protection against revenge actions.

Institution should also promote right understanding of whistleblower’s role in public interest protection.

The key element of whistleblower’s protection is the management’s engagement supported by comprehension of whistleblowers actions that strengthen institution, protect it from potential damage, and enable effective and efficient response to irregularities that already took place.
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Guidelines on the rules of conduct in a situation of corruption risk in public official – client relation

I. PUBLIC SERVICE MISSION AND BUILDING ITS ETHOS

Public service mission derives from its servant character and a number of duties public service performs with respect to the State and the citizens. While starting his or her career in public administration a public official has to understand and accept that his or her work does not serve only satisfying his or her personal needs or personal development. The goal is to act efficiently, effectively, and thriftily for common interest. Furthermore, this way of understanding public service mission is connected with ethical dimension of the institution’s operations when ethical norms become a starting point for every action.

Building public service ethos, i.e. positive values and proper behaviour patterns that translate directly into the public official every day practice, derives from the mission of public service. The values constitute a system of actions coordination, independent of circumstances.

The basic key elements of public service mission include:

- awareness and motivation – the public official should not only to be aware of public interest but actions undertaken for public interest should be essential of his or her every day work,
- activity – the public official should work efficiently, effectively, and with commitment for public interest,
- sense of duty and courage – the public official should take actions on his or her own initiative, when public interest is at risk.

Public service mission understood correctly requires from the management and the employees:

- getting public official familiar with its core and essence,
- introducing unified internal policy – public service should be reflected both on declaration level (eg. adopted code of ethics) and in practice (developed specific organisational culture including determined behaviour patterns),
- all employees commitment – sense of common values and goals in every day work should go with undertaken actions.

Building and strengthening public service ethos, being the responsibility of the management first of all, increases public officials self-control.

Who is the public official?

Effective and efficient managing the important issues for citizens is the goal of public administration. Such work requires from the public officials not only knowledge but also other skills. Raising public officials’ awareness of ethics, organisational culture, and professional ethos is the important element of the office’s organisational framework formation. Because the public official performs not only specified tasks that maximise public resources utility and
effectively delivers public services. Public official in fact participates in the process of defining public interest, indicates actions serving public interest, and is subject to responsibility for the way he or she performs the actions.

Anti-corruption preventive measures may be implemented already during the recruitment process while assessing candidate’s ethical behaviour and conduct. It is reasonable to resign from employing a candidate who meets all formal requirements but raises doubts, when it comes to his or her integrity and ethical attitude.

The public official is the person who is responsible for execution of tasks of the State both at the government and local government level should perform his or her duties:

– professionally,
– reliably,
– impartially,
– neutrally in terms of political views.

The public official who works with a sense of duty and not self-interest oriented way should efficiently and effectively perform his or her duties observing the rules of:

– disinterest,
– openness,
– transparency.

Regardless of his or her position within the organisation the public official is distinguished by:

– kind attitude expressing respect for every person,
– clarity,
– diligence and sense of duty,
– responsibility,
– credibility.
2. THE RULES OF CORRUPTION THREAT PREVENTION

What is conflict of interest?

Conflict of interest is a collision between private and public interest that causes the public official’s routine actions lose their necessary values of disinterest and impartiality and his or her care of common good loses with his or her personal interest. Conflict of interest may put the public official at risk of committing corruption crime. Thus, when a conflict like this is identified, you need to strive to manage it effectively.

Rules helping to keep professional relations between public officials and clients:

- treat all stakeholders the same way, it is your duty,
- do not make impression you are open to building any kind of relation with the client beyond the professional contact, keep professional distance, be restrained,
- do not agree for any proposals resulting with reciprocal risk, avoid gratitude in relations; in case of ambiguous suggestions firmly declare that in the office there is unified and transparent behaviour standard,
- in case of doubt, for example when the client is your family member, inform your superior and recuse yourself from the case,
- do not talk face to face solely, presence of second person is the additional protection and support in case of situation which is difficult and raises suspicion of wrongful intention,
- be assertive, perhaps you may be put in a situation you would have to communicate: Way of conduct you suggested does not comply with legal regulations/binding rules and I cannot accept this. I have to decline your request. I work under strict procedures and regulations I need to follow. Your proposal would inflict conflict of interest. I cannot agree for that. Your proposal breaches the law. I have to inform my superior about it.

Do not afraid of firm and strong refusal. The public official’s features are not only disinterest and impartiality but also courage.

In case of conflict of interest or its threat the Central Anti-Corruption Bureau recommends:

- in case of any doubt if your actions in the case are impartial and/or disinterested, discuss it openly with one of your colleagues. Opinion of a person from your environment may be helpful, if you in fact are in a situation of conflict of interest;
- inform your superior about your doubts. The superior should receive such information from you directly. His or her role is to assess the situation and indicate the right solution, i.e. how and is it possible to eliminate conflict of interest in this situation,
- report the incident to a person who performs duties of ethical adviser or counteracting corruption officer. Such person has sufficient knowledge and experience that help you to solve your dilemmas. Moreover, reporting such cases enables developing good
practices in specific situations and it affects safety improvement of all employees and thus, strengthens the whole system resistance to risk of any irregularities.

If you want to improve your resistance to corruption risk:

- do not underestimate risk,
- avoid conflict of interest,
- express explicit professional attitude,
- with commitment and proper attention participate in preventive actions in the office, including trainings and ethical advice,
- follow the recommendation of the Central Anti-Corruption Bureau,
- firmly and courageously respond to any situation that raises your doubts in terms of law or ethics.

In your contacts with clients:

- behave with dignity – remember, you represent institution you work for, treat clients with due respect, do not comment, do not judge, do not preach,
- keep distance – never make impression you are open to relation going beyond professional relation or to accepting gifts, even petty ones, be polite and kind,
- set clear boundary between professional and private contacts – your private relations must not affect the way you perform your duties, if there is a kind of anxiety, you can always ask your superior for getting you recused from the case,
- be impartial – while making decision take true reasons and legal regulations into consideration,
- be professional – focus on the merits of the case,
- work reliably – perform your tasks in diligent and prudent way, do not hesitate to be creative, proactively approach to your duties, with your best knowledge and in public interest,
- be aware of supportive character of your job – prefer common good than your private, unit, or group interest,
- do not avoid difficult solutions but also remember that your decisions affect life of specific person.
CORRUPTION

REACT!

If you found yourself in a situation when someone tries to corrupt you, remember that proper response protects you from possible criminal responsibility.

Keep calm and act bravely.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CORRUPTION THREAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spurn firmly</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you face corruption threat, the only right attitude is downright refusal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Secure attendance of witness</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not continue face to face conversation. Ask your colleague or superior to join the meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Say about it to superior</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Even a promise of a bribe is the offence, so you are obliged to inform your superior immediately about it. Preferably your superior notifies the CBA or the Police.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Secure the evidence</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keep control over all documents of the case in connection with you were made of the corrupt offer attempt. Do not accept the bribe in order to secure evidence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Slash risk</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not let the person who made the bribery attempt stay alone in the room and do not let other persons get into the room. Keep calm. Even if the perpetrator tries to go away there is high probability of determining his name.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Submit your statement to competent law enforcement authority</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You have direct knowledge of the incident. Pass all evidence and information to the officers who will give you instructions on further actions. Follow their recommendations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Save the record of incident</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The attempt of bribery of public official does not concern you only but also your office. Describe this case in the memo.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. EXAMPLES OF CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND CORRUPTION THREAT SITUATIONS

Environment connections

Adam D. is the employee of the state agency awarding with grants and subsidies. He completed IT studies and graduated with honours and he strongly identifies himself with research environment of his university. When the agency announces competition for grants for the IT innovative solutions projects in medical equipment manufacturing industry, Adam answers a call from his former lecturer. The lecturer tells him that he and the other researchers would like to take part in the announced competition because they worked out the innovative IT system that improves and significantly accelerates production of devices for surgical instruments sterilization. In connection with this, the chancellor of the university has a pleasure to invite Adam as an expert for presentation of the innovative project.

Political connections

Anna N., who is the real estate entrepreneur, became a city councillor as a member of elections committee of the mayor holding his office in previous and current term. Before the mayor and Anna started their local government activity they were cooperating and developing business relation in the project of large housing estate construction. Since then they are friends. Having proper experience Anna became a member of the Investment Committee, Budget Committee, and the chairwoman of the Audit Committee. As the city councillor she is very active in making decisions on streets repair in the city and she also votes for funds allocation for this purpose. The vast majority of the repaired streets are located next to real estate properties built by her construction company. It’s open secret that one of the mayor’s best friends knows how to take care of her business. Thanks to her “engagement” in public funds allocation the market value and attractiveness of her private real estate property is significantly increased.

Social connections

Adam M. works in the Finance Department of the Municipal Office. His neighbour, known local entrepreneur, started visiting him more often justifying it with need to build good neighbour relations. During such visits he is exceptionally kind and often expresses his gratitude for possibility to talk to a person “having class”. The public official thinks of this sudden intensification of contacts, and in particular when taking into consideration his tax arrears execution actions against this entrepreneur.

Family connections

Konrad J. is the head of the Geodesy and Cadastre Department in the County Office. The County Office announces many public procurement procedures for geodesy and cartographic documentation that wins the X company. Inquiring competitors from the industry discovered that the X company cooperates with land surveyor who is a cousin of Konrad J.
For gain

Karolina T., the public official working for the Office for Foreigners in one of the voivodeship offices, runs cases of persons applying legalisation of their stay in Poland who come from countries where reciprocity is important and is always present in public life. The clients expressing their gratitude offer her gifts. At the beginning the public official firmly declined to accept the gifts but later situation has changed. Additionally, some gifts were very expensive and couldn’t be defined as of symbolic value. Random conversation with the head of the department made her believe that accepting gifts for dealing with the case is commonly practised custom and refusing to accept a gift increases risk of offending a client.
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Anti-corruption recommendations for persons entrusted with top executive functions (PTEF)

While executing its preventive mission the Central Anti-Corruption Bureau acknowledges the necessity to make recommendations for PTEF on national level regarding corruption prevention and integrity promotion complying with their specific activity.

The rules of conduct in corruption threat situation presented in this document are addressed first of all to the management and the employees of public administration. However they have broader appliance. Having sense of responsibility for interest of the State and protecting themselves and occupied positions from a risk of committing offence, and from all consequences of these occurrences, persons entrusted with top executive functions should follow the rules as well.

The recommendation comply with the recommendations of the Group of States Against Corruption presented in the V evaluation round report about Poland, adopted on 7 December 2018 and also are the key element of their implementation, in particular by presenting suggestions on legal and organisational solutions for counteracting corruption and establishing conduct standards in relations with third parties, including clients and lobbyists.

Who is PTEF?

The group of PTEF on national level include in particular: the Prime Minister, the Deputy Prime Ministers, the Ministers, the Chief of the Chancellery of the Prime Minister, the secretaries and undersecretaries of the State, members of the political cabinet of the Ministers, as well as the Managing Directors of the ministries and government agencies.

Specific character of the PTEF activity

If you are PTEF, in your public activity you most likely join two aspects – political and state-focused. Combination of these two kinds of activity, in particular strive to get power, obtaining and executing your powers, and fulfilling top executive government position, is connected with higher corruption risk and more frequently appearing ethical and legal dilemmas. Your honest and law-observing conduct is fundamental, not only for your to avoid risk of committing offence and bearing criminal responsibility being its consequence but also due to specific character of your activity and public role.

You are an example. Members of your party, colleagues, followers, public officials, and all citizens treat you as the exemplar. If you act honestly and with respect to the law, you establish standard obligatory to the others. This way you contribute to increasing public trust in the State. On the other hand, you unethical and unlawful actions become a sign of pathology acceptance for everybody.

You manage public funds and decide on the State policy. You participate in making decisions on enacting and executing law, public funds allocation, appointing and the hiring high rank public officials, and determining branch strategies. Thus, you constantly deal with people who – supporting their own private business or representing other entity business, for example industry, enterprise or foundation business – try to lobby for adopting particular political solutions. Some of these people may use unethical and even criminal actions, for example corruption.
**Your involvement matters.** Your attitude and engagement is crucial for efficacy and credibility of the anti-corruption policy of the State. Political support is a condition of effectiveness and strengthens efficiency of standards and mechanisms that serve preventing and counteracting corruption and promoting integrity.

**Observe the PTEF code of conduct:**

- focus on the State interest above all,
- always observe the law and act ethically,
- do not treat public function as a chance for any undue material benefit or personal benefit neither for you nor for any other person,
- be loyal to your office – beware so as not to cause moral damage or PR crisis,
- protect public property and manage it appropriately,
- avoid conflict of interest and manage it properly, remember that public official is obliged to protect public interest and make decisions impartially, taking into consideration objective criteria,
- pay attention to openness and transparency of your actions, in relations with lobbyists in particular,
- be example for the citizens, promote integrity and respect for the law,
- honestly perform your duty of submitting asset declarations and entering any benefits obtained into the gift register ran by Państwowa Komisja Wyborcza (National Electoral Commission); fill it out truthfully and in detail,
- firmly and appropriately react to an offence, notify law enforcement agency competent to prosecute the offence,
- openly and actively support combating corruption.

**Use advice**

In your public activity you may have ethical or legal dilemma. In case of any doubt use advice of ethical adviser employed in your office and use support of ministry coordinators responsible for implementation of tasks and actions within the national anti-corruption strategy (now The Government Programme for Counteracting Corruption for the Years 2018-2020), and also the managers and the employees of the control and audit department of the office.

You may also use anonymous reporting channels to inform about irregularities in the office or report in officially to the Central Anti-Corruption Bureau.

---

The Central Anti-Corruption Bureau is the special service for combating corruption in public and economic life, particularly in public and local government institutions as well as to fight against activities detrimental to the economic interest of the State. It is professional and modern institution that promotes compliance and integrity.

Our task is not only to detect and combat corruption and economic crimes, but also, and perhaps in the first place, to prevent irregularities and to support government institutions from possible damage.

Corruption crime of the public official is not only his or her personal failure that is connected with criminal responsibility and public infamy but also measurable loss to the State and society.

Thus, prevention is our priority – education and protection.

The Central Anti-Corruption Bureau is your partner and ally in fight against corruption. If you have any doubts of ethical or legal character in your public activity, use professional advice, information, and recommendations of the CBA. It is reliable and friendly source of knowledge and recommendations regarding proper and lawful conduct.
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